
Last day to register for #EGI2023

Today is the last day of registration for

the upcoming #EGI2023

conference. Hurry up if you still haven't

booked your seat! We close registrations

later today. Check the conference

main programme and the available

trainings sessions.

Register here

CS3MESH4EOSC at #EGI2023

CS3MESH4EOSC will have their �nal

event at #EGI2023 to showcase how

Science Mesh contributes to an easier

and more robust open science across

Europe thanks to novel data sharing and

synchronisation approaches. 

Find out more

20 years with EGI: interview with

Isabel Campos Plasencia

Isabel, a researcher at CSIC, an esteemed

member of the EGI Federation and a

member of the EGI Executive Board,

shares her 20-year journey with EGI and

highlights her experience with the EGI

Federated Cloud.
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Empowering minds, accelerating

discoveries: celebrating the EGI-

ACE journey of success

The impressive collection of success

stories from the use cases supported by

EGI-ACE keeps growing. We have

compiled a series of established use

cases that showcase how each one

utilised EGI services to tackle distinct

research obstacles.

Investigating the AI needs of

public bodies, SMEs and large

industries

Pre-PAI has launched two surveys to

prepare for the new version of the AI-on-

demand platform, to better understand

AI needs of public bodies, SMEs and

large industries. Deadline 16 June, 2023.

BD4NRG announces the 8

winners of the open call

BD4NRG selected 8 SMEs to implement

innovative solutions and prototypes

under BD4NRG's three main pillars for

Electricity Network Operation,

Distributed Energy Resources, and

Energy E�ciency in buildings.

EOSC DIH Webinar: Human

Leadership

On June 6 at 11 AM CEST, learn how

to enhance your leadership skills. Gain

insight into your unique leadership style,

develop e�ective listening skills, and

discover strategies for building
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meaningful relationships that maximize

the potential of your team while fostering

strong human connections.

3D in cultural heritage

06/06/2023 in Rome

The EUreka3D project's �rst conference

brings together experts in 3D digitization

to address challenges in creating high-

quality digital content for cultural

institutions.

TNC23: Joint EGI-GÉANT

Workshop on eHealth

09/06/2023 in Tirana

If you're at TNC, don't miss this

workshop on the ongoing activities

around eHealth and the European

Health Data Space initiative.

Data Week 2023 is coming soon

13-15/06/2023 in Luleå

Registration is about to close for Data

Week 2023, a joint event of BDVA and

EUH4D co-organised with RISE Sweden.

Check the agenda and reserve your seat

today!
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EGI Foundation

Science Park 140, Amsterdam
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